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             Introduction 
 The future of modern society is tied to the availability of sus-

tainable energy resources. While a global emphasis on conser-

vation is certainly called for, there is a cultural imperative to 

create new ways to meet our energy needs (Please also see the 

April 2008 issue of  MRS Bulletin .). Positive responses to this 

mandate, in turn, will hinge on associated advances in materi-

als design. This is where high-performance computing (HPC) 

plays an ever more valuable role. HPC in the energy sciences 

brings together materials researchers from such disparate fi elds 

as biology, fusion, inorganic chemistry, and photophysics to 

advance the computational interrogation of material structures 

(  Figure 1  ). The common technical ground lies in the compu-

tational algorithms and hardware used to explore, design, and 

evaluate new materials and materials processes. The resulting 

discipline-bridging interactions have the potential to synergize 

new visions for how we might address the energy needs of our 

global society.     

 HPC relies on the development of algorithms that are par-

allelized (i.e., that can spread the computational workload out 

among a number of computer cores that are conducting calcula-

tions simultaneously) and that scale well. A code with perfect 

scalability, for instance, would run twice as fast on two cores 

than on one, and one thousand times faster on as many cores. 
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This is never the case in practice, but some types of algorithms, 

for instance those for which the overall task can be divided 

up into jobs that computer cores can work on with little com-

munication, are much more scalable than others. Interestingly, 

most materials science papers involving HPC tend to dwell 

on the algorithms used rather than hardware when discussing 

their research. This does not imply that they have not spent 

signifi cant time optimizing their code on a given computing 

platform. Rather, it refl ects the fact that the codes are transfer-

rable between HPC systems, while the hardware may be very 

dissimilar. As a result, efforts made to optimize a code on a 

particular computing platform may not be of suffi ciently general 

interest to the materials science community to be discussed in 

literature outside of computational science journals. This is 

certainly the case in this issue of  MRS Bulletin , which show-

cases the HPC research of a number of leaders in the materials 

design community. Although mention is made of compute time 

requirements and the number of computer cores employed, the 

emphasis is on issues that are not hardware specifi c.   

 High-performance computing and 
fi rst-principles algorithms 
 Perhaps correlating with research progress in the fi eld, the role 

of algorithms associated with quantum mechanical calculations 
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the numerical approximations needed in practi-

cal calculations currently render quantum Monte 

Carlo methods  2   ,   3   not accurate enough to com-

pete with CC and CI, but future incarnations may 

remedy this, and the Monte Carlo paradigm can 

consider much larger systems than can either CC 

or CI. However, the currently preferred method 

of carrying out computational materials design 

is, without question, density functional theory.  

 Density functional theory 
 Density functional theory (DFT) offers a bal-

ance between accuracy and computational 

effi ciency well suited to most materials sci-

ence applications. The electron density only 

depends on the three spatial coordinates, while 

the many-body wave functions depend on all 

spatial coordinates of all electrons in the sys-

tem. The electron density is thus a computation-

ally simpler object, and this is the basis for the 

desirable computational properties of DFT 

(  Figure 2  ). To completely reformulate the prob-

lem in terms of electron density, though, the 

Hamiltonian must be re-cast as a functional of 

this quantity. If such a divine,  4   or exact, den-

sity-based exchange-correlation functional was 

known, the D/SE and the DFT equations would 

yield exactly the same (correct) answer for the 

ground state of a system. A roughly similar issue 

arises in classical fl uid dynamics, where materi-

als are characterized in terms of mass density 

instead of the position and momentum of every 

atom, but where a direct tie between the energy description in 

the two paradigms is not easily ascertained. DFT amounts to 

treating the electrons as a fl uid, and there are a host of approxi-

mations available that seek to give the best constitutive descrip-

tion of self-interactions of this fl uid. These self-interactions 

are also known as exchange-correlation relations because they 

attempt to capture the dynamics of the correlated motion of 

electrons as well as the (exchange) forces that arise as a con-

sequence of the indistinguishability of electrons. DFT currently 

allows quantitative data to be generated for systems on the order 

of one thousand atoms, often for materials in which each atom 

has electron counts on the order of one hundred. DFT even has 

a time-dependent extension that, with the correct accounting of 

electron-electron interactions, could precisely account for the 

excited state material properties.     

 As the internal energy is a directly accessible quantity in 

DFT, so are the forces between ions due to the electrons. This 

is increasingly used in molecular dynamics (MD) simula-

tions. Here the usual methodology of calculating the forces 

between ions using interatomic potentials is replaced with 

a DFT calculation between each MD move. The increasing 

power of computers and the development of improved algo-

rithms have facilitated a transition to these more accurate 

continues to grow in the materials community. Although lofty 

sounding, it is a bit misleading to refer to these as  ab initio  

approaches, since an exact solution of the underlying funda-

mental Dirac/Schrödinger equation (D/SE) is only possible for 

systems involving a small handful of electrons. Approximations 

are essential in solving these diffi cult many-body problems, 

and supplementary information is often brought to bear on the 

problem. On the other hand, the term fi rst-principles is more 

reasonable, since our current understanding of the universe 

does not provide a more fundamental perspective of the physics 

involved. The common feature of all fi rst-principles methods is 

that they seek to predict the spatial distribution and energies of 

the electrons that underlie the bonding between atoms. 

 The fi rst-principles methods, which only require the types 

and approximate arrangement of atoms as input, are ideal for 

quantifying relationships between structure and propertics (i.e., 

materials design). But there is a trade-off between accuracy/pre-

dictiveness and complexity/speed of the calculations. The direct 

solution of the SE is feasible only for systems involving very 

few electrons, and the most accurate systematically improvable 

quantum chemical methods, such as coupled cluster (CC) and 

confi guration interaction (CI), can currently only treat small 

molecules.  1   Despite formally being a direct solution to the SE, 

  
 Figure 1.      The seven materials design topics considered in this issue share a common 

high-performance computing (HPC) methodology with shared algorithms, codes, 

hardware, and implementation strategies.    
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quantum MD simulations, even though they still are limited 

to systems on the order of 500 ions. This methodology now 

plays a major role in providing improved equation of state 

tables for engineering fi nite element and fi nite difference 

codes  5   by amending experimental data where such data are 

hard to obtain due to expensive and/or dangerous experiments 

and inaccessible experimental ranges. These DFT-based MD 

simulations are also crucial as benchmarks for classical inter-

atomic potentials.  6   

 DFT has two practical limitations. One is the need to 

approximate the exchange-correlation functional because the 

form of the divine functional is unknown. This is because the 

D/SE is formulated in terms of the many-body wave function, 

and there is no prescriptive method for deriving a re-formulation 

in terms of the electron density. The other is the limitation 

that properties calculated by DFT need to be formulated as 

functionals of the electron density. In addition to these fun-

damental limitations of the DFT method, various numerical 

approximations in codes can infl uence results. Some of these 

are discussed elsewhere.  7   

 A signifi cant effort has been made to develop new func-

tionals that provide better and more universal accuracies. 

The two main areas where development is still needed are 

systems with heavy ions and those exhibiting physics gov-

erned by van der Waals interactions. The electron correla-

tion in heavy electrons is notoriously complicated since 

 f -electrons interact with both core and valence electrons, 

and this is exacerbated by the need to account for relativistic 

effects. However, overcoming these obstacles would allow 

DFT to be used in the design of nuclear fuels, for instance. 

The weak, long-range dispersion forces that comprise van 

der Waals interactions are associated with the time correla-

tion of temporary dipoles setup within neighboring atoms. 

These are not accounted for in the standard DFT formula-

tions,  8   but their inclusion would enable the study of inter-

molecular interactions, catalytic processes, and the forces 

that neighboring nanostructures exert on one another. 

 There are two primary types of self-interaction function-

als, classifi ed according to what density-related ingredients 

  
 Figure 2.      Density functional theory (DFT) abandons the many-

particle electron reality in favor of electron density. Constitutive 

relations constructed to relate energy to this density seek to 

capture the self-interactions of electrons.    

they use: local density approximations (LDA) and generalized 

gradient approximations (GGA). LDA functionals utilize only 

the local value of the electron density to estimate the exchange-

correlation energy, while GGA functionals incorporate the 

gradient of the electron density as well. There are also meta-

GGA functionals, where either the kinetic energy density or 

the Laplacian of the electron density is an added ingredient. 

Functionals belonging to these classes are preferred, so long as 

they are accurate, because they provide fast results. For exam-

ple, they can be used in the DFT-based molecular dynamics 

simulations just described. The trend, however, is to use more 

complicated approaches if these local and semi-local function-

als do not provide suffi cient accuracy. This development is 

also mixed with a connected effort to improve predictions for 

properties not easily obtained from density functionals, such as 

electronic bandgaps. While the DFT equations together with an 

exchange-correlation energy density functional can be seen as 

equivalent to the fundamental D/SE, another valid interpreta-

tion of these equations is as a starting point for approximate 

many-body interaction treatments. One approach used exten-

sively in chemistry applications is the hybrid method,  9   where 

in standard DFT functionals are mixed with Hartree-Fock 

(HF) functionals. The advantage here is that the exchange 

energy is exactly accounted for within HF theory.  9   Due to 

the desire for chemical accuracy, the weighting of HF and 

DFT components of these hybrid functionals is usually set 

by empirical means, mainly by determining parameters in 

them to optimally reproduce properties of sets of atoms and 

molecules calculated with a more accurate method such as CC 

or CI. In this way, accuracy is enhanced for these classes of 

systems, but it also means that transferability to other types 

of systems, not included in the fi tting set, is generally poor 

(i.e., the approach interpolates well but extrapolates poorly). 

Exact-exchange methods, distinct from the more  ad hoc  HF-

DFT approach, offer a more fundamental and computationally 

expensive quasi-particle approach to account for the electron 

self-interaction.  10   Other DFT strategies are based on fully 

embracing the mean fi eld view of DFT and adding empirical 

corrections derived from model many-body systems. One such 

approach is DFT +U , where a term derived from the Hubbard 

model  15   is added in order to correct for defi ciencies in DFT 

functionals to properly account for electronic localization 

effects. Dynamic mean fi eld theory is yet another method of 

this type under intensive development. The next step beyond 

DFT is many-body perturbation theory, in which screened 

green functions are used to derive a nonlocal, quasi-particle 

equation that is at least an order of magnitude more expensive 

to solve.  11   ,   12   This is particularly important in the estimation of 

electronic bandgaps. A still more sophisticated analysis, based 

on the Bethe-Salpeter equation,  13   can be used to account for 

the electron-hole interactions associated with optical excita-

tions and exciton dynamics. Even HPC environments can only 

afford to consider systems on the order of one-hundred atoms 

with these quasi-particle and excitonic corrections, but this is 

still an improvement over CC and CI.   
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 Modeling across multiple length scales 
 First-principles calculations, such as DFT, are ground fl oor inves-

tigations that may be of direct use in materials design. Often, 

though, the fi rst-principles data are used to fi t the classical poten-

tials associated with molecular dynamics simulations. Quantum 

mechanical data are also used to inform mesoscale design tools 

such as kinetic Monte Carlo methods and phase fi eld models, in 

which the atomic picture is traded in for a continuum perspec-

tive of material. At the macroscopic level, information gleaned 

directly from quantum mechanical analy ses is combined with 

data from atomistic and mesoscales, as well as experimental 

data, in order to construct equations used to predict bulk thermal, 

mechanical, and electromagnetic character and the rates at which 

chemical processes and microstructural features evolve. These 

simulators sometimes take on the task of information generators 

for still higher scale paradigms in which geometry and the role 

of boundary conditions play a crucial role. Signifi cantly, HPC 

is used at each of these levels. More extensive overviews can be 

found in the literature (e.g., Reference 14) (see   Table I  ).     

 Simulations at multiple length scales are increasingly 

being used together to carry out hierarchical interrogations 

for materials design. The methodology typically involves 

a range of accuracies and scales that are often embedded 

within sophisticated optimization routines. Such hybrid meth-

odologies, which have showed signifi cant dividends in the 

pharmaceuticals industry, are now being developed in order 

to effi ciently assess and screen a wide range of prospective 

materials prior to carrying out costly synthesis and testing. As 

with the fi rst-principles calculations, these hierarchical analy-

ses are computationally intense and are only viable within an 

HPC environment. 

 HPC is an enabler of all of these computationally demanding 

tools for investigating material systems. While we have focused 

on the types of computational analyses that may be carried out, 

each must be formulated into algorithms that allow problems 

to be solved by the collective effort of many computer cores 

working simultaneously. Inter-core communication, with its 

inherent latency, is to be minimized, and there is often a trade-

off between such cross-talk and the local memory demands 

required of each core. Because of this, hardware platforms tend 

to be designed with particular types of codes in mind.    

 In this issue 
 This issue of  MRS Bulletin  offers a sampling of topics intended 

to give readers deeper insight into the ways in which advances 

 Table I.      Current high-performance computing size scale limits for common 
computational methods.          

   Method  Interaction Level  System Size Scales     

 Density functional theory  Electron–electron, electron–ion  10 3  atoms, 5 nm 3    

 Molecular dynamics  Atom–atom  10 11  atoms, 1  μ m 3    

 Monte Carlo/phase fi eld  Mesoscale continuum  1 cm 3    

 Finite element method  Macroscale continuum  1 m 3    

in computational materials science is helping to address the 

energy needs of our society. We consider the following seven 

topics: 

     •     Nuclear fi ssion fuels for harnessing nuclear binding energy  

     •     Batteries for storing energy electrochemically  

     •      Nanostructured photovoltaics for improving the effi ciency 

with which solar energy is converted to electricity  

     •      Porous, nanostructured materials for high capacity storage 

of molecular hydrogen to facilitate the use of hydrogen as a 

reversible, dispatchable means of storing energy in chemical 

bonds  

     •      Hydrate clathrates, which need to be prevented from form-

ing in oil recovery operations but also may be hiding huge 

reserves of energy in trapped hydrocarbons  

     •      Nanostructured catalysts that have the potential to signifi -

cantly reduce the energy cost of chemical processing, and  

     •      Reactor materials that have yet to be designed but will be 

required for the successful exploitation of energy released 

in nuclear fusion.  

   The fi rst article is an overview of fi rst-principles design of 

nuclear fi ssion fuels, given the lead-off position because the set-

ting requires the most fundamental approach of any considered. 

In particular, the actinide elements comprising these fuels have 

massive nuclei, which cause electrons to move at speeds that 

are a substantial fraction of the speed of light. The relativistic 

behavior, in turn, can have a substantial infl uence on material 

properties. Together with the problem of treating the large num-

ber of electrons surrounding these nuclei, it gives rise to the so-

called  f-electron  problem.  14   The wide-ranging zone of infl uence 

of  f -shell electrons precludes the straightforward adoption of 

a number of the computationally helpful approximations that 

are acceptable in materials composed of lighter elements. In 

addition, energy functionals that describe the self-interactions 

of electrons should be generalized to properly account for their 

dynamics within a relativistic framework. However, useful 

results can still be obtained for many properties of heavier ele-

ments using conventional DFT, if careful analysis is done where 

insights from calculations are paired with insights from other 

sources, such as experiments. Yun and Oppeneer describe the 

state of the art in predicting material properties, such as bind-

ing energies, lattice constants, electrical conductivity, magnetic 

character, and activation energies via fi rst-principles analyses. A 

long-term goal is to use this approach to design next-generation 

nuclear fuels that are more reliable, tamper-resistant, and more 

easily recycled. 

 Attention is then turned to the design 

of batteries that use transition metal 

oxides to effi ciently store and move lith-

ium ions. During discharging, these ions 

detach from the lithium electrode, travel 

through a layer of electrolyte, and are 

intercalated into the crystal structure of 

the transition metal oxide cathode. This is 

where electrons, originating on the anode 

but traveling through the external circuit, 
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reduce the oxide to form transition metal ions that are attracted 

to their lithium counterparts. The design objectives here are 

to create an electrolyte that can support the largest voltage, 

since this correlates with the energy capacity of the battery 

and a system that can be charged and discharged as quickly 

as possible. Ceder et al. overview this design approach and 

show how DFT can be used to craft LiFePO 4  cathodes with 

improved ionic transport properties. The rather complicated ion 

diffusion process was analyzed with a combination of density 

functional and Monte Carlo methods and was aided by a fi rst-

principles generation of phase diagrams. It is suggested that 

such an approach has the potential to identify materials that 

would allow battery charge and discharge times of only a few 

seconds. The authors also discuss the problems associated with 

the application of standard DFT methods to predict the electro-

chemical potential developed across electrolytes. This is akin 

to the tendency of the method to underestimate semiconductor 

bandgaps and stems from the inability of the method to account 

for the correlation between the ground-state electrons and new 

electrons added to the system. 

 Solar energy production is considered next, where the role 

of nanostructuring is explored as a means of improving the effi -

ciency of photovoltaic energy conversion. The approach offers 

the prospect of exploiting the unusual behavior that results 

when material dimensions are so small that they constrain the 

extent to which quantum mechanical wave functions can spread 

out. A fi rst-principles approach is considered here as well, but it 

is not a density functional technique. This is because, in addi-

tion to the bandgap problem identifi ed in the previous article 

on batteries and its related shortcomings in predicting effective 

mass, another limitation of the commonly used ground-state 

DFT method becomes relevant: the method does not account 

for the interaction of photo-excited electrons with the holes that 

they leave behind. Since it is the separation of electron–hole-

pairs (excitons) that generates electrical current, this is a serious 

defi ciency, and the time-dependent extension of DFT that, in 

principle, would be able to deal with those excitons is not yet 

well developed. Although many-body perturbation techniques 

exist for such problems, they are computationally intractable 

for the many thousands of atoms in the nanostructures that 

Franceschetti is designing. He shows us how an alternative to 

DFT, using empirically fi tted parameters, can be used to predict 

and design according to the behavior of such nanostructured 

materials. 

 The consideration of nanostructures using fi rst-principles 

techniques is also central to the porous, nanostructured mate-

rials considered by Jhi and Ihm for high capacity storage of 

molecular hydrogen. Advances in this area are central to the 

success of an envisioned hydrogen economy in which molecular 

hydrogen is rapidly, reversibly, and safely stored in containers 

that can be easily and economically transported. In the research 

of Jhi and Ihm, carbon and silicon are nanostructured for high 

surface area and serve as a scaffold, or backbone, which is typi-

cally decorated with transition metal atoms. While carbon nano-

tubes have received a great deal of attention, Jhi and Ihm draw 

attention to the potential of using fully hydrogenated graphene 

or graphane, the corrugated form of graphene that results when 

oxygen is allowed to bond to its surface. Non-transition metal 

functionalization is also a possibility. Computationally based 

design of hydrogen storage materials must be able to predict the 

weight percent of hydrogen adsorbed. This requires a calcula-

tion of the adsorption energy, and sometimes the dissociation 

energy, of hydrogen molecules as a function of loading, the rate 

of diffusion of hydrogen atoms that have become dissociated, 

the tendency of metal atoms to cluster and/or oxidize, and the 

spin state of the transition metal atoms since this infl uences the 

binding of hydrogen. Other articles in this issue of  MRS Bulletin  

identify weaknesses with the density functional methodology, 

but here a new problem is identifi ed: Current DFT functionals 

are not capable of correctly capturing the electron correlation 

that is responsible for van der Waals attraction, a key force in 

the design of hydrogen storage materials. In spite of this, a 

number of authors report what must be serendipitous success 

in accounting for such dispersion forces with functionals not 

intended to capture such physics. 

 Naturally occurring nanostructures can also be used to 

store both hydrogen and hydrocarbons. Cages created by 

hydrogen-bonded water molecules, for instance, can be 

used to trap such dispatchable fuels, and these are known as 

clathrate hydrates. The structure amounts to a rigid, ordered 

arrangement of nanometer-scale shells of water molecules that 

can each hold, in principle, a guest molecule of suffi ciently 

small size. Clathrate hydrates can be a nuisance in oil and 

gas pipelines but are also a rich energy resource in extensive 

deposits beneath the deep ocean and in the permafrost—fro-

zen soil found at extreme altitudes or latitudes such as in the 

arctic tundra. Sum et al. use molecular dynamics to elucidate 

the conditions under which methane hydrates nucleate and 

the rate of subsequent growth. This allows them to identify 

mechanisms that can either help or hinder the formation of 

the encapsulating hydrate cages. High-performance computing 

was used to examine a wide range of pressure, temperature, 

and cage/guest molecule stoichiometry conditions in a search 

that ultimately led to the direct observation of nucleation and 

growth events. Signifi cantly, a number of other clathrate struc-

tures can also be synthesized, including those composed of 

silicon, germanium, and possibly even carbon. The method-

ology developed by Sum et al. shows us how to explore these 

nanostructures as well. 

 Hydrogen and hydrocarbons are also considered in the 

article by Mpourmpakis and Vlachos. Their focus, though, 

is on the computational design of catalysts that can improve 

energy effi ciency in the industrial processing of chemicals, 

especially petrochemicals. They use fi rst-principles analyses to 

consider ways of reducing the activation barrier for chemical 

reactions, but then go one step further by also designing for 

improved selectivity (i.e., designing catalysts that result in a 

larger proportion of a desired product being formed and not 

just a higher yield of all potential products). This conserves raw 

materials and reduces the demands on downstream separation 
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operations. Reminiscent of the computational design of phar-

maceuticals, the idea is to construct a library of activation 

energies, assumed to be interpolative, for both desired and 

undesired reactions as a function of make up for bi-metallic 

catalysts. Mpourmpakis and Vlachos take one step further, 

though, by adding a dimension of molecular architecture to 

the library so that inhomogeneous noncatalyst designs can 

also be considered. 

 Our last article in this issue brings us back to nuclear 

power, but here the focus is on fusion. As with fi ssion systems, 

computational materials design offers a means of exploring 

performance under conditions that are expensive and dif-

fi cult to reproduce experimentally. Unlike fi ssion reactors, 

though, there are operating conditions that cannot currently 

be produced in practice, and some of the demands of fusion 

reactors are beyond the capability of known materials. Wirth 

et al. emphasize the need to develop multiscale suites of com-

putational design tools and focus on two materials design 

challenges associated with fusion reactors. They fi rst consider 

the prompt chemical sputtering that occurs during the expo-

sure of graphite to hydrogenic plasmas. This results in the 

low-energy erosion of carbon. The second example of fusion 

materials challenge taken up using HPC actually combines 

experimental investigation and computational multiscale mod-

eling to investigate microstructural evolution in irradiated 

iron. At issue is the high rate of transmutations in the fusion 

energy environment that results in a signifi cant helium con-

centration that interacts with point defects, which can lead to 

material failure.   

 Summary 
 In each of the articles in this issue, an effort is made to give 

a perspective on how high-performance computing is used to 

help design and characterize new materials. The works tend 

to emphasize the ways in which fi rst-principles algorithms, 

abstracted onto highly parallelized computer codes and imple-

mented on computers containing many computing cores, have 

changed the business of materials design in their respective 

disciplines. While each article stands on its own technical merit, 

we stress that the true worth of a compilation of such summa-

ries is that the reader has the opportunity to make connections 

among material, performance goals, and the computational 

approach for materials design across a broad swath of energy 

science applications.     
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